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Abstract
The rapid technology evolution enables the use of mobile phones in a healthcare field. It allows the
patients to monitor their conditions at home. Similarly, the doctors are able to track their patients
more efficiently by reviewing the centralised data captured by the patient’s devices. This aids in
providing effective treatment based on the statistics. However, being digital, several security and
privacy concerns arise. Majority of the users are not comfortable using m‐health applications due to
the storage of sensitive data online. This report will assess various security aspects of m‐health web‐
based applications and propose a system with bespoke security and privacy features.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background & Problem
Presently, a multitude of people suffer from a high blood pressure, commonly known as
hypertension. This condition leads to the risks of developing heart or kidney disease, dementia and
stroke. In order to prevent these risks, it is vital to control the blood pressure at all times. This is
problematic because countless people fail to check their blood pressure daily and only do so during
an appointment with the doctor. Such approach produces abnormal results due to stress and anxiety
when visiting a healthcare establishment, making the blood pressure increase. As a result of this, a
correct treatment cannot be selected and the risk of developing further conditions increases.
Additionally, the patients are not comfortable using the m‐health application due to privacy, security
and usability concerns which arise due to storage of sensitive data online.

1.2 Solution
To overcome these problems, a web‐based application will be developed as part of this report. The
application will enable the patients to store and track their blood pressure readings at home, leading
to a much accurate data. Additionally, the application will allow doctors to view their patients’
readings during an appointment, allowing to select an appropriate treatment more effectively. The
application will benefit both users due to the improved communication and accurate reading
storage. Since this is an m‐health application, it will be treated as security‐critical system with a huge
emphasis on privacy. This report will cover the development lifecycle of a secure mobile application,
eliminating usage concerns by the users.
It was decided to develop a web‐based application as oppose to native android application for
several reasons. Firstly, the web‐based application is independent of the platform, allowing to reach
broader audience as any device with an internet access can be used to operate the application.
Secondly, the android applications are limited to specific tools and technologies, whereas the web‐
app can utilise a number of technologies to achieve the same outcome faster. Thirdly, the
application does not require to interconnect with IoT devices. This is best achieved with native apps,
however, as it is not required, a web‐based application will be developed instead. The main
drawback of web‐based application is reduced performance when compared to a native android
app. This is mainly due to the native application following the phone hardware architecture, whereas
the web‐app is dependent on the network connection. By developing a web‐app, the updates can be
made live instantly, without having to rely on the user updating the application.
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2 Analysis
2.1 Introduction
The analysis chapter will review several reading materials in order to understand the principles of m‐
health applications. Furthermore, a security‐analysis will examine various security threats, including
OWASP threats and propose a mitigation strategy. Lastly, a number of functional and non‐functional
requirements will be formulated to ensure the application meets the user goals and will be used to
assess the system towards the end of the project.

2.2 Literature Review
The purpose of colour is not only making a system look attractive, but also contribute towards the
psychological state of the user. By selecting a correct environment colour, it is possible to alter the
mood of the user, making it an important factor in m‐health applications. O’Connor (2011) notes
that green relieves stress and makes the user think positive, whereas red suggests danger and
attracts user’s attention. Similarly, Ghamari and Cherif (2016) point out that green reduces anxiety
and promotes the sense of well‐being. As a result of this, it is recommended to use green colour as
the application background and red colour in order to attract attention towards a critical action
within the application, such as deleting a blood pressure reading.
The blood pressure readings can be low, normal or high. As such, it would be beneficial to colour‐
code each reading in order to outline the abnormal figures to the user. This strategy will aid in
understanding the readings within the app, without having to carry‐out external research or consult
with a doctor. According to Blood Pressure UK (2017), the normal blood pressure is between 90/60
and 140/90 where the values outside these ranges are abnormal. The values outside of this range
are equally important as low and high blood pressure leads to further risks. By categorising each
reading, it is believed that the user will be more aware of their blood pressure management
approach and will take correct medicine based on the reading.

2.3 Security Analysis
The security risk analysis defines and analyses potential risks with the system. It allows to elicit key
security concerns during an analysis phase to ensure they are correctly implemented at a later stage,
security by design will be achieved via this strategy. Once all the risks are analysed, a likelihood and
impact is created to demonstrate how likely the risk is to happen and the severity of the outcome.
The rating shows an average risk impact on the asset. The mitigation plan proposes a number of
strategies to aid in risk mitigation, which are:






Accept – being aware of the risk and not attempting to deal with it due to complexity.
Avoid – make changes to the requirements in order to reduce the risk.
Control – introduce actions to minimise the impact and likelihood of the risk.
Transfer – redirect the risk to a third‐party or another stakeholder.
Monitor – inspect the risk for changes that may affect its impact.

The security risk analysis performed in Table 1 illustrates the security concerns of the application.
The OWASP (2017) guidelines were considered when analysing the risks. The OWASP threat
classification will be further used in the testing chapter to assess the web‐app. The top 10 threats
were closely analysed and a number of risks were established, associated with the threats. The key
principle of OWASP is to prevent credentials, personal data and cardholder data leak, while ensuring
the access to the device is limited to an authorised user.
break
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

RISK
Accessing phishing link
for the app.
Data loss on the server.
Corrupt data stored on
the server.
Device loss which is
used to access the app.
Data changed on the
database by attacker.
User creating easy
passwords.
Changing URL to access
restricted pages.
Data theft.
Accessing the system
without authentication.
Easily creating staff
accounts.
SQL injections.
Cross‐site scripting.
Bad session
management.
Insecure data transfer
protocols.
Unencrypted data
storage.
Storing encryption key
publicly.

LIKELIHOOD

IMPACT

RATING

MITIGATION PLAN

Low

Medium

Low

Low

High

Medium

Control: Make regular back‐ups.

Low

High

Medium

Control: Introduce validation to input forms.

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

Medium

Control: Encrypt data and back‐up regularly.

High

Medium

High

Control: Introduce validation to input forms.

Medium

High

High

Control: introduce rules to restrict access.

Low

High

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Low

Low

High
Medium

High
High

High
Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

Low

High

Medium

Control: Show secure padlock on URL bar.

Avoid: Ask user to sign‐in each time.

Avoid: Encrypt data.
Control: Implement log‐in mechanism.
Control: Ask for additional passwords only known
to internal staff.
Control: Use PDO to eliminate this risk.
Control: Strong validation rules on input forms.
Monitor: Introduce changes as new faults are
discovered.
Control: Use SSL.
Control: Encrypt the data.
Control: Use secret sharing technique.

Table 1 – Security Risk Analysis
Having identified, analysed and developed a mitigation strategy for each risk, it is considered safe to
proceed with the analysis phase to capture the user requirements. This is because majority of the
risks are easily mitigated by introducing strong controlling mechanisms.

2.4 Requirements
2.4.1 Functional Requirements
Functional requirements are users’ goals, used to show the system behaviour. It was decided to
create two user groups for this system, patient and staff. The patient will be able to use the system
to track their blood pressure at home. The staff, on the other hand, demonstrates the doctor role,
allowing them to search for a patient and manage their readings during an appointment.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

REQUIREMENT
Create Account
Delete Account
Edit Personal Details
Change Password
Add BP reading
Delete BP reading
View reading history
View colour‐coded readings
Search for patient
Table 2 – List of Functional Requirements

USER GROUP
Patient, Staff
Patient, Staff
Patient, Staff
Patient, Staff
Patient, Staff
Patient, Staff
Patient, Staff
Patient, Staff
Staff

Table 2 outlines the functional requirements for this project. They are not prioritised using MoSCoW
because they are all critical and must be implemented in order for the system to function correctly.
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These are basic user goals which are vital for such an application. At a later stage, further
functionality may be added to offer additional services. The requirements with IDs 5, 6, 7, 8 are for
staff user group too, implying that once a certain patient is located on the system, the doctor is able
to manage their blood pressure readings.

2.4.2 Non‐Functional Requirements
Non‐functional requirements are used to describe the characteristics of the system, regularly used
to judge the operation and quality of it. These requirements must have clear measurable criteria
against which the requirement can be assessed. The goal of each secure system is to establish
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability, commonly known as CIA triad. It ensures that a mitigating
mechanism is deployed for each threat and vulnerability match.
AREA

Security

Availability
Reliability
Usability
Portability

REQUIREMENT
1. All passwords shall be hashed and encrypted when stored in the database.
2. All user types shall have account privileges to limit the access.
3. All users shall be authenticated before gaining access into the system.
4. All sensitive data held in the database shall be encrypted.
5. All data stored in the database shall comply with GDPR.
6. All medical data shall be pseudo‐anonymised.
7. The system shall be available 99.9% of the time during the year.
8. The system shall be restored within 1 hour after a crash.
9. The system shall be able to process 5,000 requests within 1 hour.
10. The system shall have a ROCOF of 0.0001.
11. The system shall use consistent layout on all pages.
12. The system shall ask for critical action confirmation.
13. The system shall be accessible from desktops, tablets and mobile phones.
Table 3 – List of Non‐Functional Requirements

Table 3 demonstrates the non‐functional requirements for this project. The following requirements
are critical to the system in order to ensure it can be used by healthcare establishments. The security
requirements were elicited from the security risk analysis to ensure each risk is correctly handled
during an early stage of the project, allowing to adopt security by design. Furthermore, the CIA
requirements were derived as non‐functional requirements to constitute the system as secure.

2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has briefly covered the analysis phase of the project development lifecycle. The main
emphasis was made on security aspects of the system and a number of requirements were
formulated which will be implemented during this project. The requirements will be used to assess
the system towards the project competition in order to ensure all aspects were correctly achieved.
The CIA triad was adopted to derive non‐functional requirements in order to develop a secure web‐
based application throughout this project.
In order to conform to the coursework specification, a deep analysis was not performed. Features
such as; project management methodology, use case descriptions, SWOT and stakeholder analysis
were not done. These would be beneficial to ensure that all requirements were correctly captured
and a useful system is developed. As this chapter is done, the report will proceed onto design phase.
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3 Design
3.1 Introduction
This chapter will focus on security by design. Such approach is primarily used to develop secure
applications from the project start. By analysing various threats, it is much easier to design systems
which can avoid them, as oppose to deploying a system and then considering the security aspect of
it. Since security has a negative impact on user experience (UX) and user interface (UI), the interface
will not be designed at this stage. This will be done during the implementation phase to ensure a
compromise is found between the UX/UI and security while experimenting with various approaches.

3.2 ER Diagram
The Entity Relationship (ER) diagram demonstrates a data structure. It is commonly used to show
database tables and their relationships.

Figure 1 – ER Diagram
Figure 1 illustrates an ER diagram for this project. It was decided to store both user types (patient
and staff) in one database User table and differentiate them via role. It is also possible to store them
in two separate tables, but since it does not offer additional benefits, this was disregarded. All users
will have a unique userID which will be used to identify them. Each user may have many blood
pressure readings, which will be stored in the BloodPressure table. To pseudo‐anonymise the
sensitive data, each reading will only be associated to the user through the userID. The user’s name,
surname, email will be encrypted and the password will be hashed. The Security table will be used to
store the staff passphrase, used to create a staff account and a partition of the encryption key. All
security measures will be discussed in more detail during the implementation chapter.

3.3 Data Dictionary
Data dictionary outlines the structure of each database field, showing the data type, length, Primary
Key (PK) and Foreign Key (FK). It aids in designing the database more effectively.
TABLE NAME

User

BloodPressure

Security

ATTRIBUTE
userID
name
surname
email
password
role
bloodID
systolic
diastolic
date
userID
name
digits

DATA TYPE

LENGTH

PK/FK

NOT NULL

INT
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
INT
DATE
INT
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2

10
255
255
255
255
1
5
3
3

PK

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10
20
255

Table 4 – Data Dictionary
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PK

FK
PK

Table 4 shows a data dictionary for the m‐health application. All of the fields cannot be null as they
are all required to ensure the data is correctly managed in the system. The userID will consists of 10
digits to match the NHS number format. The attributes with VARCHAR2 data type and 255 length
will be encrypted, and thus require large length. The date attribute will be the system’s timestamp
to help users track their readings. Once a reading is added into the system, it will be automatically
timestamped. The PK and FK demonstrate the relationships between the tables. The Security table
does not relate to any other database table and is stand‐alone for security measures.

3.4 Icon
The Android Developers (2017) do not provide detailed guidelines for designing the application icon,
commonly known as favicon. To overcome this limitation, a blog by Larson (2017) will be used to
develop a favicon for the m‐health application to ensure the users can add the shortcut to their
home‐screen. By following the guidelines from Larson (2017), the following size icons are created:





120x120 (Apple)
128x128 (Android)
180x180 (Apple)
192x192 (Android)

The icons were designed using Adobe Fireworks and initially tested on IconTester (2017) to ensure
they behave correctly on the necessary devices. Figure 2 demonstrates a sample of the icon uses in
various situations on both platforms (Android and iOS).

Figure 2 – Preview of the icons on the devices (Generated from IconTester, 2017)
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It is not required to create an icon for each screen size as the system will automatically resize the
closest size icon to match the necessary format. The code shown in Figure 3 was used in the <head>
tag to attach the icons to the web‐app.

Figure 3 – Attaching Favicons
The major limitation of developing icons for web‐apps is the lack of clear guidelines from the
developers. As such, it is necessary to experiment with proposed approaches by the other
developers to ensure the desired effect is achieved.

3.5 Conclusion
To conclude, this chapter has planned a secure database design which will be implemented during
the next phase. An application icon was developed by following a number of guidelines to ensure the
user can add the web‐app onto their home‐screen as oppose to navigating to the web‐app each time
they wish to add or manage their reading. This is believed to have a positive impact on the UX.
The wireframes and prototypes were not designed during this chapter due to conflict with security
aspects. It is not possible to develop an interface without considering security aspects. As such, the
interface will be developed during the implementation phase.
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4 Implementation
4.1 Introduction
The implementation chapter will outline the process of developing a secure web‐based application.
It will begin by selecting and appropriate technology and architecture to accommodate the earlier
defined requirements. Numerous security and privacy aspects will be discussed and implemented to
ensure that all users are comfortable using the m‐health application. Several guidelines of the web‐
app best practices were researched and implemented during this phase.

4.2 Technologies & Architecture
The app will be hosted on the private server. Both, the application and the database will be stored
on the same server. It would be beneficial from a security point of view to purchase another host
and store the database separately to limit exposure during an attack. Though, due to high costs of
the external hosts, this was not done. FileZilla software will be used to access and manage the files
on the server. This software provides free and secure connection to the server from the most
operating systems without any close alternative to it.
The database will be managed through phpMyAdmin. It allows an easy configuration of the database
tables and fields through the provided GUI (Graphical User Interface). MyWebSQL is an alternative
to phpMyAdmin which could be used in this project, but since the SiteGround host already provides
access to phpMyAdmin, this software will be used in the project. The web‐based application will be
coded in Notepad. This software is free and widely available on most university machines. As an
alternative to Notepad, Atom or Notepad++ could be used which provide code colour‐coding and
generate coding suggestions. However, the developer is more comfortable using the Notepad as the
colour‐coding in the other software distracts from the task.

4.2.1 Bootstrap
In order to make an ordinary web page behave correctly on the phone, it is necessary to adopt
responsive design framework. There are countless frameworks, such as; Zurb Foundation (2016),
Skeleton (2016) and Pure (2016) which provide responsive design functionality. However, Bootstrap
(2011) will be used in this project because it is currently the most used responsive framework,
implying that there are several complimentary libraries developed for it. Additionally, the
documentation and support from the other developers is greater when compared to the other
frameworks. Though, the provided components by Bootstrap (2011) are lacking in design and thus
affect the UX. In order to overcome this limitation, the developer will write additional CSS to resolve
some of the limitations of this framework. Alternatively, it is possible to achieve responsiveness by
developing it from scratch using CSS and meta tags. Due to lack of time, this is not done in the
project and Bootstrap (2011) will be used to build a basic responsive layout of the page.

4.2.2 HTML/CSS
HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) is a standardised language for websites and web‐apps. It
describes the page structure through various tags which are understood by all browsers. The CSS
(Cascade Style Sheet) compliments HTML by changing the presentation of the tags, commonly used
to develop and format interfaces. The CSS rules can be applied from a separate document or in‐line
with the HTML code in order to achieve the desired effect. Both, the HTML and CSS will be used in
this project to develop a web‐app whereby the HTML will present the necessary information and CSS
will format the tags in order to improve the UI and thus have a positive effect on UX. The main
disadvantage of HTML and CSS is that anyone can view the code by inspecting the source of the
web‐page on their PC. This is however, not entirely possible on mobile devices as this option is
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absent from the browsers. Besides, the HTML code does not impact on security as the program logic
will be written in other languages. Being a standard, there are no alternatives to HTML/CSS.

4.2.3 PHP & PDO
PHP is a server‐side scripting language mainly used for dynamic web systems. The main security
advantage of PHP is that the code cannot be seen by the users, a page developed in PHP will be
blank/empty upon inspection through the browser. Because of this, reverse engineering security
threats are not possible in PHP. PHP will be primarily used to capture and manipulate form data,
providing various security mechanisms which will be discussed in the next section. PDO (PHP Data
Object) is an extension to PHP, allowing to access the databases. It allows to establish a secure
connection between the client and the server, enabling to manipulate the database. It is an
improvement to MySQL and MySQLi because SQL injections are not possible in PDO due to prepared
statements and parameterised queries. As a result of this, PDO allows to develop more secure web
systems. PHP and PDO will both be used to develop the m‐health web‐app as they provide
fundamental security and data management for the application.

4.2.4 JavaScript & jQuery
JavaScript is a client‐side dynamic, interpreted programming language, allowing to instantly make
changes to the client’s system without having to rely on the server. It works in conjunction with
HTML, CSS and PHP to develop interactive application, accessible via all modern browsers. JavaScript
will be used in this project to colour‐code blood pressure values dynamically. Being widely used,
there are plenty of external libraries providing certain services. jQuery Form Validator (2017) library
will be utilised for the web‐app to automatically perform form validation. It is possible to use default
validation rules or write personalised rules to ensure the input matches the desired standard. This
improves the performance of the application because the data does not have to be submitted to the
server in order to be validated. jQuery Form Validator (2017) library was chosen because it works
well with the Bootstrap (2011) framework. This is an important advantage because similar libraries
conflict with the responsive frameworks. It allows to apply the Bootstrap (2011) CSS rules in order to
communicate a message to the user instantly.

4.2.5 Architecture
The web‐based m‐health application will adopt a client‐server architecture, illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3 – System Architecture
The client can be any device with a facility to access the internet, enabling the user to access the
web‐app domain. It will be used to interact with the application through a browser, independently of
the Operating System (OS). The client will send an HTTPS request via the internet to the server,
which stores all the web‐app components. In this project, the server will host both, the application
and the database. Once the processing is complete on the server side, a response will be sent back
to the client. This two‐tier paradigm is efficient enough to accommodate large number of requests,
allowing to add further system functionality without changing the architecture.
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4.3 Security Features
By analysing the system background and requirements earlier, it was decided to treat the application
as security critical. Several security non‐functional requirements have been elicited which must be
implemented in order to make the web‐app usable. These security features will be discussed now.

4.3.1 HTTPS
Since the application is accessible via the web, it was necessary to establish a secure connection over
the network. This is because the application can be accessible via a range of untrusted and insecure
network connections. The communication is encrypted using TLS (Transport Layer Security) in order
to authenticate the website, provide data integrity and eliminate man‐in‐the‐middle attack. It works
by using long‐term private and public keys to generate short‐term session key. The keys are used to
encrypt the data during a communication between the client and the server. The server certificate
was provided by the KUnet host, allowing authenticating and thus establishing a secure connection.

Figure 4 – Security Overview
Figure 4 demonstrates the security overview of the server. It shows that a valid certificate is used to
authenticate the authority and that a strong cryptographic mechanism is used to establish a secure
connection between the client and the server. Additionally, it shows that all sources used on the
server are secure. This feature is particularly important because all the links on the server must be
secure and begin with HTTPS (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure) in order for the server to be
treated secure. As a result of this, certain links to external libraries had to be changed to use HTTPS
connection in order to fetch the necessary data.

Figure 5 – .htaccess File
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Requesting and using the certificate was not enough to ensure the web‐app is accessed securely.
This is because the user can manually change the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) and navigate to a
HTTP version of the web‐app. To overcome this, an .htaccess file was used to overwrite the access
rule. Figure 5 illustrates a configuration file which would automatically redirect all insecure
connections to a secure connection. Despite what URL the user uses to access the web‐app, they
would be automatically sent to the HTTPS address.

Figure 6 – Secure Connection
Figure 6 proves that a fully secure connection was established between the client and the server. By
encrypting the communication, the developer does not have to worry about passing data from the
forms, either through POST or GET request methods. This is because both versions will utilise the TLS
cryptographic mechanism to eliminate all security threats. The address shown in the URL will be
encrypted to everyone apart from the user that accesses the application.

4.3.2 Hash functions & Encryption
Hash functions are one‐way cryptographic algorithms allowing converting a string into a hash value
which cannot be understood by humans. Once a value is hashed, there is no way to retrieve the
original value of the string, or in other words un‐hash. This is particularly useful when storing
passwords in the database. PHP provides a hash() function which is used in the project, shown in
Figure 7. The function automatically generates a hash value of the passed string, using various
hashing algorithms. There are countless algorithms, namely; md5, sha1 and haval160. In this project,
a sha256 hashing algorithm was used. It was used because presently it is the most secure algorithm.
The major drawback of hash functions is that the value can be found using a brute‐force attack. This
attack enables the attacker to generate various hashes of strings and compare with the already
hashed value. To overcome this, salt can be used to add additional security layer to the hash
function. Salt adds random data to the string, ensuring brute‐force attacks are near impossible.
However, it would then be required to store the generated data (salt) somewhere secure, which
adds additional loophole into the system. This issue was resolved by hashing the password and then
encrypting it to ensure the attacker has no chance of guessing the password. Even if the database is
compromised, the data will remain meaningless to the attacker. An example is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 – Hashing and Encrypting Password
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The encryption is used in this project to protect all the sensitive data. By utilising encryption, it is
possible to convert the data into a string of arbitrary characters, ensuring the attacker is not able to
read or decrypt it. Since the developer has no background knowledge in cryptography, an example
provided by Tim (2014) will be adopted in this project. By using PHP, it became possible to apply the
default openssl_encrypt() and openssl_decrypt() PHP functions to ease the process of encrypting and
decrypting the data. By passing the necessary parameters into the functions, a robust and secure
method can be developed.
This project will utilise an AES‐256‐CBC cipher. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is
considered very secure because it was adopted by the US government and is widely used around the
world in security‐critical systems. It will work using symmetric key algorithm to encrypt and decrypt
data in this project. Symmetric key suggests that the same key is used for encrypting and decrypting
the data. The 256 indicates the 256‐bit encryption key. Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) ensures that the
same strings result in a different outcome by applying initialisation vector. Ideally, the initialisation
vector must be generated and stored each time a string is encrypted. But due to various limitations
it is not applied in this project and a static initialisation vector will be used.

Figure 8 – Encryption Technique
Figure 8 demonstrates the plan of the cipher application in the project. The diagram was partitioned
into five parts which will be explained in more detail. For security reasons, the key was split into two
parts in order to adopt the (2,2) threshold secret sharing scheme. As a result, each part of the key is
stored in two different places and getting either half of the key is not sufficient enough to encrypt or
decrypt a given string. The attacker would require to gain access to both parts of the key, which is
very time consuming and practically impossible due to various access rights put in place.
Partition 1 shows the first half of the key which is stored in a stand‐alone PHP file and cannot be
accessed due to limited access rights. The key is also encoded using base64_encode() function. The
14

file can only be publicly red to ensure the key can be fetched by a function. Due to the use of PHP,
once the file is accessed/viewed by the attacker, the page will be blank and the only way to read the
key in this file is to download the file. This is not possible due to access rights.
Partition 2 illustrates the second half of the key which is stored on the database. The key is also
encoded using base64_encode() function. In order to access the database, the attacker would have
to use SQL injections which are not possible in this web‐app due to the use of PDO. In order to
retrieve the key from the database, a query is run to fetch the string, shown in Partition 3. Upon
successful execution of the query, a string containing another half of the key will be returned.
Partition 4 fundamentally collects both key parts and assembles them into a finalised key. Both key
parts are fetched from the files with limited access rights, decoded using base64_decode() function
and concatenated to form a key. A static initialisation vector is also defined in this file.
Partition 5 demonstrates two functions which were created to ease the process of data encryption
and decryption. It is possible to call these functions from any project page to perform encryption and
decryption by passing the necessary string as a parameter. The file begins by defining the AES‐256‐
CBC cipher method which will be used, global variable. Both functions include a reference to the file
where the key and initialisation vector are stored to ensure they can be fetched. The encryption
function then begins by constructing a parameterised inbuilt PHP openssl_encrypt() function which
will convert the data into string of arbitrary data. It then proceeds onto concatenating the output
with a colon (:) and adding the initialisation vector. The colon is added to ease the process of
decryption as the string can be easily separated by splitting it at the colon mark. The colon separator
is not used in encryption function and base64 which makes it an ideal symbol for concatenation. The
string output is then returned by a function. The decryption function follows same method, but in
the reverse order. The passed string is exploded (split into two) via the colon used earlier. The string
is then decrypted using openssl_decrypt() and returned back through the function.
All of the methods are written using PHP and thus cannot be seen through the browser. Upon
navigating to the page, it will be blank/white. Additionally, all pages have limited access right to
prevent the files from being viewed and downloaded. Figure 9 shows the data stored in the
database which was encrypted using the earlier defined functions.

Figure 9 – Encrypted values in the Database
There are several drawbacks with the data encryption method utilised in this project. Firstly, it would
be beneficial to generate new key (asymmetric encryption) and initialisation vector each time a
string is encrypted. This would ensure that no data in the database can be decrypted using the same
key, making it extremely lengthy process for an attacker. However, with the web‐apps it is unknown
where to store a unique key for each string, because storing it in the database will have no impact as
the key must have a relation to a string which it is used to encrypt/decrypt. As a result, an attacker
can easily find a key and decrypt a record. Storing the key on the user’s device is also not an option
because if the device is changed, a new key must be generated and the data already present in the
database must be somehow altered. Additionally, the device itself might not be secure.
Furthermore, it would be advantageous to use asymmetric key in this project. But an issue with a
public key storage reveals similar problems as discussed earlier.
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4.3.3 Secure Register and Field Validation
In order to gain access into the system, each user must create an account. Since the system is
expected to have two user types, two separate register pages were developed. Figure 10 shows the
register pages for both users. As seen, both users are asked to enter their name, surname, email and
create a password. As a security measure to prevent people from creating staff accounts, each staff
is asked to enter a passphrase, stored in the database. It is believed that each member of staff will
be told the passphrase by a senior member of staff or an admin, allowing them to create an account.

Figure 10 – Register pages for both user types
Having several input fields, it is vital to perform input validation for security reasons. This will
prevent users from entering incorrect data and avoid SQL injections. A range of inbuilt HTML
validation rules as well as jQuery Form Validator (2017) were used. The HTML validation was mainly
defining the input types, for example; ensuring the password is not shown as a string, instead the
user is presented with the dots (•) and preventing the user form entering letters in field where only
numbers are expected. jQuery Form Validator (2017) on the other hand, limited the character input,
checked whether the provided email is real and ensured password is strong. Figure 11 demonstrates
the functions which were added to the pages requiring validation. The first function runs the
validator on the page and the second function checks the password for strength.

Figure 11 – Validation Functions
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Password is one of the critical security assets, therefore it was vital to prevent users from creating
easily guessable passwords. The function checks the input to confirm enough unique characters
were used and common words, such as; password, pass123 are not used. As a result of this, only a
strong password is accepted by the system, which is illustrated in Figure 12. If the user enters very
bad, weak or good password, the system will not allow creating an account. However, if the
password is considered to be strong, the user is allowed to create an account.

Figure 12 – Password Validation
Figure 13 shows the form validation for both user types. The user is asked to confirm the password
to ensure they truly realise what password they have created. This will prevent users from creating
random strings just to pass the validation and not creating a memorable character combination.

Figure 13 – Form Validation
Further server‐side validation was added to ensure the entered email is not already registered with
the system. A simple query was created to compare the provided address with the email addresses
stored in the database. Similarly, the passphrase was implemented in the same fashion. Figure 14
shows the error messages the users are shown if the email is already in the system or if the
passphrase was entered incorrectly. If this validation is not passed, the user is unable to create an
account. The validation rules were used throughout an entire m‐health application.

Figure 14 – Additional External Validation
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4.3.4 Secure Login & Logout
Both user types are asked to login into the application to ensure the personal data is accessed
securely. The users are asked to enter their email and password which they have used to register
with the system. The provided email is encrypted, the password is hashed and then encrypted and
both of these strings are used to compare the record within the database. This can be seen as a
brute‐force in general, however, such login mechanism is more secure. This is because the password
is not fetched to the client for comparison which can potentially introduce man‐in‐the‐middle attack.
By sending an entered, encrypted string via HTTPS the attacker is not able to easily guess whether
the password is real. This is because if the password is entered incorrectly, a real password does not
have to be fetched for the user to perform comparison and instead the given is string is compared
with a record in the database. If the provided details match a record in the database, a secure
session is created for the user and they are redirected to the web‐app’s home page. Otherwise, the
user is asked to try entering the login details again.

Figure 15 – Login Page
In order to perform a secure logout mechanism, a code presented in Figure 16 was developed. This
code is stored in a separate PHP file and called each time the user clicks ‘Log Out’. The code un‐sets
all of the session stored variables, such as; name and surname and destroys the session to ensure
the token cannot be reused to access the system. Upon successful end of sessions, the user is
automatically redirected to the login page. The user is unable to access the system again by clicking
the back button on their browser because there is no active session.

Figure 16 – Logout Code
It would also be beneficial to add pin as another security layer. Once the email and password are
correctly entered, the user would be asked to enter a pin consisting from numbers. This was not
implemented due to database limitation. It would be pointless to store the password and the pin in
the same database as an attacker can have access to both if the database is compromised. However,
if the system used two separate databases, storing password and pin in separate databases would
add an extra security layer, resulting in a more secure web‐app.

4.3.5 Access Privileges & Sessions
Since the web‐app is accessible through a browser by two user types, it was critical to establish
access privileges. Such security measure will ensure that both users only have access to what they
require and nothing else. Additionally, it will prevent unauthenticated users from accessing the
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application. Each application page has a PHP code to check whether a session was set‐up, shown in
Figure 17. By logging‐in, a session is created for the user, therefore if somebody attempts to access
the page by entering the address in the URL bar, they will not be able to view/access the page and
automatically redirected to the login page.

Figure 17 – Checking sessions
Additionally, to prevent the staff users from accessing the patients’ pages by changing the URL, the
rule demonstrated in Figure 18 was implemented. This rule checks the role of the logged‐in user and
compares it with the given string. If an incorrect user type attempts to access the page, they will be
redirected to the login page automatically, without getting access to the content.

Figure 18 – Access privileges
The following security measures are critical to web‐based applications because by changing the URL
an attacker can get unauthorised access into the system. It would however be beneficial to have
timed sessions to ensure a user is automatically logged‐out after a certain period of inactivity. This
would ensure that the device is not used by a third‐party to access the application. This feature was
not implemented because the developer was not able to code it correctly. This is not critical because
nowadays majority of the user have pin, face id, touch id or pattern security mechanisms which
ensure the device itself can only be unlocked by the owner.

4.3.6 Independent Sensitive Data Storage
The application is developed for healthcare environments, implying that the data must be stored
securely within the database. As previously mentioned, all sensitive data is encrypted. Figure 19
shows the database implementation for the m‐health web‐app.

Figure 19 – Pseudo‐anonymised data
The data is pseudo‐anonymised which ensures that all medical data does not directly relate to a
patient. Each user is given a unique userID when creating account which is used to identify a user
throughout the system. All of the medical records are associated with a specific user only via the
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unique userID. By adapting this approach, the data is not directly linked to any user which
significantly reduces the exposure during an attack.
Storing the encrypted data on the database is much more secure than the storage of the same data
on the device itself. This is because it can potentially be accessed by other systems/apps or the
removable storage device can be lost. Additionally, by using centralised data storage, the data is
always kept updated and easily accessible by the trusted clients.

4.4 Privacy Code of Conduct in m‐health Applications
The privacy in m‐health applications must be taken seriously to help promote trust towards the
application. The user must be reassured that their personal data is stored securely and does not
breech various standards. Several provisions were created by European Commission (2017) which
have been adopted in this project to demonstrate that the privacy is correctly accomplished. As a
result of this, the Privacy Policy found in Appendix A and Terms & Conditions found in Appendix B
have been generated. The report will proceed onto carrying‐out Privacy Impact assessment to
demonstrate that each European Commission (2017) provision has been met.

Figure 20 – Getting user’s consent

Figure 21 – Managing user’s data
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 User’s Consent – Before allowing the user to create an account, they must agree with the
Privacy Policy and Terms & Conditions of the web‐app, demonstrated in Figure 20. These
documents were automatically generated and altered to match the necessary format. If the
user disagrees, they will not be able to the use application as the system will not allow them
to register and as a result, they will not be able to login. Once the user navigates to the web‐
app, they will be able to read the documents again. All users will be notified by email of any
changes to the Privacy Policy and Terms & Conditions.
 Purpose Limitation and Data Minimisation – The privacy policy states what data is
collected, how it is stored and processed. Only the necessary data is collected from the user.
 Privacy by Design and by Default – The application does not have any options and as a
result, there is nothing that must be toggled private by default.
 Data Subjects Rights and Information requirements – By accessing the Settings page within
the application, each user is able to view the information held about them and edit it to
ensure it is updated. This is shown in Figure 21.
 Data Retention – The data stored within the database is deleted when the user deletes their
account, which is clearly shown in the dialog box in Figure 21.
 Advertising in m‐health Applications – The users will not see the advertisements when
using the m‐health web‐app because the application does not need to generate revenue.
 Use of Personal Data – As stated in the Privacy Policy, the data will only be used for the
stated purposes and will not be used for secondary purposes. However, if this changes in the
future, a formal consent will be obtained from each user.
 Disclosing Data to Third Parties – The data is not shared with any third‐party.
 Data Transfers – The application is targeting UK and as such, the data will not be transferred
outside EU/EEA. This is subject to change after Brexit.
 Data Gathered from Children – The application is not targeting users under the age of 18
which means that a formal consent from a parent/career is not required when creating an
account in this m‐health web‐application.
Having ensured that the privacy of the application fully conforms to the regulations outlined by the
European Commission (2017), the m‐health application can be seen as fit for purpose. The
application demonstrates outstanding privacy and security implementations which guarantee that
the users’ data will be kept safe at all times. Subsequent, it is believed that each user will have trust
towards the application by using it to improve their health.

4.5 Application Functionality
The project has implemented all Functional Requirements which were established during the
analysis phase, Table 2. A number of key web‐app screens for both user types are presented below,
allowing to review the implemented functionality. All of the literature review recommendations
were implemented into the application, making it more appropriate for healthcare establishments.
To focus the user on the task, modals were used to capture all user input. Modals are little pop‐up
windows which arise from the application, making the page dark, allowing the user concentrate on
their task. All validation rules provide user‐friendly feedback if the action was performed incorrectly
and suggest how to rectify that. It is believed that the application will aid in controlling the Blood
Pressure, aid in correct treatment selection and reduce the risk of further health conditions.
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Register Patient User

Register Staff User

Both Users Login

Patient Homepage

break
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Patient Settings Page

Staff Homepage

Staff searching for a Patient

Staff Settings Page

Break
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Adding new Blood Pressure reading

Deleting a Blood Pressure reading

Updating Personal Details

Deleting Account

break
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4.6 Conclusion
This chapter has reviewed the selected technologies, clearly stating various limitations. Six security
features were critically assessed and an implementation was documented to ensure the application
matches the current standards. Several key application screens were demonstrated to illustrate that
all Functional Requirements were implemented. The privacy code of conduct in m‐health
applications was also discussed to ensure each user has a clear understanding how the application
treats their personal data.
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5 Testing
5.1 Introduction
The testing phase will assess how well the implemented application conforms to the requirements
elicited earlier. This chapter will present functional and non‐functional testing outcome. Due to
various limitations, several tests were not undertaken which will be explained in the chapter
conclusion. A particular emphasis of testing will be made on security of the web‐app.

5.2 Functional Testing
Functional testing is a form of black‐box testing whereby the system is tested against the functional
requirements without having the access to the source code. It is concerned with testing whether the
requirement was implemented and not how it was implemented.
TEST ID

FR ID

TEST CASE

FR1

1

Enter ‘1234’ as Name.

FR2

1

Leave Name field empty.

FR3

1

Enter ‘A’ as Name.

FR4

1

FR5

1

Attempt to enter a Name longer than
30 characters.
Enter ‘Arturas’ as Name

FR6

1

Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as Name.

FR7

1

Enter ‘1234’ as Surname.

FR8

1

Leave Surname field empty.

FR9

1

Enter ‘B’ as Surname.

FR10

1

FR11

1

FR12

1

FR13

1

Enter ‘abc’ as Email.

FR14

1

Enter ‘arturas.com’ as Email.

FR15

1

FR16

1

Enter ‘user@user.com’
Enter an email address which already
exists in the system.

FR17

1

Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as Email.

FR18

1

Attempt to enter an Email longer
than 50 characters.

FR19

1

Leave Email field empty.

FR20

1

Enter ‘password’ as password.

FR21

1

Enter ‘banana123’ as password.

FR22

1

Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as

Attempt to enter a Surname longer
than 30 characters.
Enter ‘Bulavko’ as Surname
Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as
Surname.
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EXPECTED OUTCOME
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must System must reject the
input and display an error message.
System must prevent the user from
entering more than 30 characters.
System must accept the value.
System sets the input as the user’s
name and SQL injection is avoided.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must System must reject the
input and display an error message.
System must prevent the user from
entering more than 30 characters.
System must accept the value.
System sets the input as the user’s
surname and SQL injection is avoided.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must accept the value.
System must not create an account
and show an error message.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must prevent the user from
entering more than 50 characters.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must reject the input and SQL

RESULT
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

password.
FR23

1

Leave password field empty.

FR24

1

FR25

1

Enter ‘un1vers1ty1745’ as password.
Attempt to enter a password longer
than 40 characters.

FR26

1

Confirm the wrong password.

FR27

1

Leave Confirm Password field empty.

FR28

1

FR29

1

FR30

1

Correctly confirm the password.
Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as confirm
password.
Attempt to enter a confirm password
longer than 40 characters.

FR31

1

Enter wrong staff passphrase.

FR32

1

FR33

1

Enter correct staff passphrase.
Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as staff
passphrase.

FR34

1

FR35

1

FR36

2

FR37

2

FR38

3

Enter ‘1234’ as Name.

FR39

3

Leave Name field empty.

FR40

3

Enter ‘A’ as Name.

FR41

3

FR42

3

Attempt to enter a Name longer than
30 characters.
Enter ‘Arturas’ as Name

FR43

3

Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as Name.

FR44

3

Enter ‘1234’ as Surname.

FR45

3

Leave Surname field empty.

FR46

3

Enter ‘B’ as Surname.

FR47

3

FR48

3

FR49

3

FR50

3

Enter ‘abc’ as Email.

FR51

3

Enter ‘arturas.com’ as Email.

FR52

3

Enter ‘user@user.com’

Leave staff passphrase field empty.
Attempt to enter a staff passphrase
longer than 20 characters.
Click delete account and Disagree
with the confirmation.
Click delete account and Agree with
the confirmation.

Attempt to enter a Surname longer
than 30 characters.
Enter ‘Bulavko’ as Surname
Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as
Surname.
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injection is avoided.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must accept the value.
System must prevent the user from
entering more than 40 characters.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must accept the value.
System must reject the input and SQL
injection is avoided.
System must prevent the user from
entering more than 40 characters.
System must not create an account
and show an error message.
System must create an account.
System must not create an account
and show an error message.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must prevent the user from
entering more than 20 characters.
System must not delete an account.
System must delete an account from
the database and clear medical data.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must System must reject the
input and display an error message.
System must prevent the user from
entering more than 30 characters.
System must accept the value.
System sets the input as the user’s
name and SQL injection is avoided.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must System must reject the
input and display an error message.
System must prevent the user from
entering more than 30 characters.
System must accept the value.
System sets the input as the user’s
surname and SQL injection is avoided.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must accept the value.

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

FR52

3

Enter an email address which already
exists in the system.

FR53

3

Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as Email.

FR54

3

Attempt to enter an Email longer
than 50 characters.

FR55

3

Leave Email field empty.

FR56

4

Enter wrong current password.

FR57

4

Enter correct current password.

FR58

4

Leave current password field empty.

FR59

4

Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as current
password.

FR60

4

Enter ‘password’ as new password.

FR61

4

Enter ‘banana123’ as new password.

FR62

4

Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as new
password.

FR63

4

Leave new password field empty.

FR64

4

FR65

4

FR66

4

Confirm the wrong password.

FR67

4

Leave Confirm Password field empty.

FR68

4

FR69

4

FR70

4

Correctly confirm the password.
Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as confirm
password.
Attempt to enter a confirm password
longer than 40 characters.

FR71

5

Enter 49 as systolic number.

FR72

5

Enter 51 as systolic number.

FR73

5

Enter 301 as systolic number.

FR74

5

Enter 299 as systolic number.

FR75

5

Enter 1000 as systolic number.

FR76

5

Leave systolic field empty.

FR77

5

Enter ‘reading’ as systolic number.

FR78

5

Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as systolic.

FR79

5

Enter 19 as diastolic number.

FR80
FR81

5
5

Enter 21 as diastolic number.
Enter 201 as diastolic number.

Enter ‘un1vers1ty1745’ as new
password.
Attempt to enter a password longer
than 40 characters.
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System must not create an account
and show an error message.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must prevent the user from
entering more than 50 characters.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must not change the password
and show an error message.
System must allow to change the
password,
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must not recognise the
password and SQL injection is avoided.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must reject the input and SQL
injection is avoided.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must accept the value.
System must prevent the user from
entering more than 40 characters.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must accept the value.
System must reject the input and SQL
injection is avoided.
System must prevent the user from
entering more than 40 characters.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must accept the value
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must accept the value
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must reject the input and SQL
injection is avoided.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must accept the value
System must reject the input and

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

FR82

5

Enter 199 as diastolic number.

FR83

5

Enter 1000 as diastolic number.

FR84

5

Leave diastolic field empty.

FR85

5

Enter ‘reading’ as diastolic number.

FR86

5

Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ as diastolic.

FR87

6

FR88

6

FR89

7

FR90

7

FR91
FR92
FR93
FR94
FR95
FR96

8
8
8
8
8
8

FR97

9

FR98

9

FR99

9

Attempt to enter ‘abc’.

FR100

9

Leave input field empty.

FR101

9

Enter ‘DROP TABLE User’ into input
field.

Click delete reading and Disagree
with the confirmation.
Click delete reading and Agree with
the confirmation.
View reading history when patient
has some records stored.
View reading history when patient
has no records stored.
Systolic reading under 90.
Systolic reading between 91 and 139.
Systolic reading above 140.
Diastolic reading under 60.
Diastolic reading between 61 and 89.
Diastolic reading above 90
Enter ‘1000000000’ into input field.
Patient with this ID exists.
Enter ‘1000000001’ into input field.
Patient with this ID does not exist.

display an error message.
System must accept the value
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must reject the input and SQL
injection is avoided.

Pass

System must not delete a reading.

Pass

System must delete a reading from the
database.
System must display all patient blood
pressure readings.

Pass
Pass

Pass
Pass

Pass
Pass

System must display an error message.

Pass

System must make the cell yellow.
System must make the cell green.
System must make the cell red.
System must make the cell yellow.
System must make the cell green.
System must make the cell red.

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

System must show patient details.

Pass

System must display an error message.

Pass

System must reject the input and
display an error message.
System must alert the user that the
field cannot be left blank.
System must reject the input and SQL
injection is avoided.

Pass
Pass
Pass

Table 5 – Functional Testing
Table 5 demonstrates 101 functional testing cases which have all passed. Additionally, partition
testing was performed on input fields which are expecting numbers within a specific range, such as
blood pressure readings. This constitutes that all requirements were correctly implemented and the
system operates as desired. Each input field was tested to ensure SQL injections are not possible.

5.3 Non‐Functional Testing
Non‐functional testing checks whether the quality of the developed system matched the client’s
requirements, established during an analysis phase. The emphasis will be made on security area.
TEST ID

NFR AREA

NFR1

Security

NFR2

Security

NFR3

Security

NFR4

Security

NFR5

Security

TEST CASE
Check name, surname, email and
password fields in database.
Access homePatient.php page
when logged‐in as Staff.
Access homeStaff.php page when
logged‐in as Patient.
Login to the system providing
correct credentials.
Login to the system providing
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EXPECTED OUTCOME
All fields must be encrypted.
System must automatically
redirect to the login page.
System must automatically
redirect to the login page.
System must grant access to
the user and setup sessions.
System must display an error

RESULT
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

incorrect credentials.
Check that all pages of the
application are Secure.

NFR6

Security

NFR7

Security

NFR8

Security

NFR9

Security

Check BloodPressure table in the
database.

NFR10

Security

Logout and click back button.

NFR11

Security

NFR12

Usability

NFR13

Usability

NFR14

Usability

Attempt to delete an account.

NFR15

Usability

Attempt to delete a BP reading.

NFR16

Portability

Access the system from Android
tablet.

NFR17

Portability

Access the system from iOS tablet.

NFR18

Portability

Access the system from Android
phone

NFR19

Portability

Access the system from iOS phone.

NFR20

Portability

Access the system from PC.

NFR21

Portability

Access the system from laptop.

Attempt to create Staff’s account
and provide incorrect passphrase.
Attempt to create Staff’s account
and provide correct passphrase.

Attempt to view and download the
encryption key.
Check that menu is consistent for
Patient user.
Check that menu is consistent for
Patient user.

and ask the user to try again.
The URL should display Secure
and address must start with
HTTPS.
System must display an error
and ask the user to try again.
System allows to create Staff’s
account.
The table must only reference
userID and no other sensitive
information is shown.
System must not allow the user
to go back.
System must display an empty
page.

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

The menu must have 3 buttons.

Pass

The menu must have 3 buttons.

Pass

System must ask the user for
confirmation.
System must ask the user for
confirmation.
The application must resize to
match the screen size.
The application must resize to
match the screen size.
The application must resize to
match the screen size.
The application must resize to
match the screen size.
The application must resize to
match the screen size.
The application must resize to
match the screen size.

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Table 6 – Non‐functional Testing
Table 6 demonstrates 21 non‐functional testing cases which have all passed. As a result of this, the
system can be considered truly secure and prevent a range of attacks. Reliability and Availability
could not be tested because the system does not have any real data and is not actively used by the
real users who make concurrent requests to the database.

5.4 Testing against OWASP
The OWASP is done to discover system vulnerabilities, allowing to estimate associated risk and put
preventative measures. It was done during the analysis chapter, throughout the security analysis
section. By analysing each threat and developing preventative measures, the system is projected to
be more secure. In order to measure the security of the developed web‐based application, the
OWASP (2017) top 10 mobile threats will be examined next.
 M1. Improper Platform Usage – The application is independent of the platform and
accessible only via a browser. Therefore, an attacker will not be able to access the OS and
other applications of the device to perform a range of attacks.
 M2. Insecure Data Storage – The sensitive data is encrypted on the database which is stored
on a secure server. No data is stored on the mobile device itself. Comments within the code
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do not include any credentials or sensitive data. Cookie stores encrypted session data with a
unique ID, which the user cannot access. The cookie is destroyed when the user logs‐out.
M3. Insecure Communication – The web‐app has a valid certificate, utilising TLS 1.2 and AES‐
256‐GCM cipher. All pages are HTTPS and all communications with the server are encrypted.
M4. Insecure Authentication – Each user of the web‐app is authenticated via the login screen
where they are asked to enter their email and password in order to login. This ensures that
only a real account holder is able to access the application.
M5. Insufficient Cryptography – The web‐app utilises AES‐256‐CBC cipher with a (2,2) secret
sharing symmetric key storage.
M6. Insecure Authorisation – Each user type has access rights, preventing them from
accessing wrong pages. Additionally, the users cannot access a page within the application by
changing or manually entering the URL.
M7. Client Code Quality – The developer followed best practices of developing secure mobile
applications, suggesting that the code is written correctly.
M8. Code Tampering – Since the application is mainly written using PHP, the user is unable to
view the code and as a result, unable to modify the source code.
M9. Reverse Engineering – This is not possible because all of the code is stored on the server,
and an attacker does not have access to that. The user is only able to see the generated
HTML page of the application, which does not introduce any risks.
M10. Extraneous Functionality – The earlier functional and non‐functional testing ensured
that all functions work correctly and there is none ‘test code’ in the application, allowing an
attacker to easily access the application.

It is clear that the application has a strong preventative mechanism against top 10 OWASP attacks.
As a result of this, the application can be treated as secure, enabling the users to safely tracks their
blood pressure when it is more convenient for them.

5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has performed a total of 122 test cases on an Android phone to ensure the application
conforms to all requirements and can be securely used by the users. Furthermore, the application
was examined against OWASP (2017) threats to ensure it can withstand a range of treats. Since all of
the tests passed, the application can be treated as finished and confirm that it is fit for purpose. The
CIA requirement triad was fully achieved and the partition testing has ensured that input fields
accept the correct values within the specified data range. A number of tests were not done during
this project for various reasons, which will be discussed next.
Usability testing was not done because there are no users from the healthcare establishments who
could test the application. Usability testing aims to check whether the application functions can be
performed by the real users who are projected to use the application. Lastly, automated testing was
not carried‐out because functional testing will ensure that each function behaves correctly. As a
result of this, the project was completed much faster and the testing remained comprehensive.
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6 Conclusion
This report has covered the development lifecycle of an m‐health web‐based application. The
analysis phase has elicited the requirements and performed security risk assessment, including
OWASP threats in order to address them throughout the report. The design phase has created a
secure database design, ensuring the privacy of health data is taken into the account. An application
icon was designed, allowing the users to add the web‐app onto their home‐screen and access it
directly. Throughout an implementation phase, a secure and user‐friendly front‐end was developed
to match the format of a native android application. The application was implemented using client‐
server architecture by adopting a range of justified technologies. Security and privacy aspects were
critically discussed and implemented to ensure all users are comfortable using the m‐health
application. Lastly, a thorough testing strategy has verified that all requirements have been
implemented correctly and that all of the security features function correctly.
It is believed that the developed application will hugely benefit both user types and aid in blood
pressure management. This is likely to reduce further health risks because an appropriate treatment
plan can be selected by the doctors based on the accurate readings which are stored in a centralised
database. By creating a web‐based application, the users are not required to purchase an Android
phone and can instead use any device with an internet access to use the application.
By adopting a client‐server architecture along with an MVC programming pattern it is relatively easy
to maintain and add further functionality to the application in the future. For example, the
application could capture the blood pressure reading for an IoT machine and automatically store it in
the database once a user checks their blood pressure. This was not implemented during this
iteration because such functionality relies on the user always carrying a blood pressure machine
which is able to interact with an application. Presently, the user can use any device to check their
blood pressure and access the application in order to add new reading. Furthermore, it would be
beneficial to add blood pressure hints to the users, for example; if the blood pressure is slightly
above the normal range, a message telling the user how to reduce the blood pressure could appear.
This would make the application more user‐friendly by providing useful information. Though, the
Privacy Policy would have to be changed to state that the readings will be analysed by the system.
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